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Information of vertical cloud distribution is crucial for the evaluation of the General Circulation Models

(GCMs). There were large varieties in the vertical distribution of low-level clouds sorted by pressure and

lower tropospheric stability among the models (Watanabe et al., 2011), while retrieved cloud properties

from satellites were not converged. Cesana et al. (2016) evaluated three global cloud phase products

using the CALIPSO, and showed large differences among the products. In this study, we revisit cloud

detection by space-borne lidar. 

We modified our cloud mask algorithm originally developed in Hagihara et al (2010) to increase

detectability of optically thick low-level clouds. We use the attenuated total backscattering coefficient at

0.532 μm for the discrimination the cloudy pixels with the threshold total backscattering coefficient

determined by Okamoto et al. (2007) and Okamoto et al. (2008). Remaining noise is estimated by using

the data obtained at an altitude of 40 km to avoid contamination of PSCs. 

In this algorithm, identification of the fully attenuated pixel is newly introduced. The discrimination

confirms whether no cloud is in the atmosphere or no information is received. The fully attenuated mask is

determined by referring to whether the surface return can be detectable or not. 

After this cloud mask algorithm is applied, we use the cloud phase discrimination algorithm made by

Yoshida (2010), which uses the relation between the depolarization ratio at 0.532 μm and the ratio of

two successive attenuated backscattering coefficients at 0.532 μm in vertical, as proxy of extinction

coefficient, to distinguish ice and water particles. Here we rely on the following different scattering

properties of water and ice clouds. In case of spaceborne lidar observations, depolarization ratio of water

clouds is often comparable to that of ice clouds so that the discrimination between ice and water is not

possible by depolarization ratio alone. In turn, water clouds generally show larger extinction coefficients

than ice clouds for the same depolarization ratio so that the discrimination become possible by using

extinction and depolarization ratio. These characteristics are used in the cloud phase discrimination

algorithm. 

We will show the global analyses of cloud fraction and water/ice fraction by application of the new cloud

mask scheme and differences for the old and new schemes are discussed.
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Deep convective cloud is important for modulating climate, radiation budget, and hydrological cycle. In

the tropics, the mean radiation budget is significantly affected by the amount of upper-level ice clouds

associated with deep convective cloud. The objective of this study is to understand the vertical structure

and microphysical characteristics of deep convective clouds. In this study, we used the cloud object

analysis method which is introduced in Bacmeister and Stephens (2011). This method evaluates

horizontal and vertical scale of cloud by using dataset with active sensors on board satellite. Compared

with previous studies, we improved the method by using not only CloudSat satellite but also CALIPSO

(Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations) satellite. The improved method

showed that optically thin cirrus has a significant impact on horizontal and vertical scale of deep

convective clouds. Moreover, we took advantages of ice cloud properties retrieval from the CloudSat

2C-ICE product to provide microphysical properties of convective core or anvil part in deep convective

cloud. We analyzed only deep convective clouds in tropical Pacific oceans (30°S-30°N) and used dataset

from 2007 to 2011. 

From the comparison horizontal and vertical scale of cloud in western tropical Pacific (WP) and that in

eastern tropical Pacific (EP), we found that both horizontal and vertical scale in WP are larger than that in

EP. However, ratio of width of convective core to entire horizontal scale of deep convective cloud in WP

and EP are almost same. Convective activity in WP and EP are different because of difference in sea

surface temperature. It suggested that convective activity has an impact on entire horizontal scale of deep

convective clouds. 

For evaluation of cloud microphysical properties in the convective core and anvil parts, we investigated

vertical distribution of cloud particle effective radius and ice water content in each part. Below 15 km, ice

cloud particle effective radius and ice water content of convective core part are larger than that of anvil

part. This result seems to reflect the process of formulation of deep convective clouds.
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GCOM-C (Global Change Observation Mission -Climate) satellite, which is equipped with SGLI (Second

generation GLobal Imager) sensor, is planned to be launched in the end of this year. It is designed to

conduct optically-based measurements for monitoring global environmental change. The SGLI instrument

has three major features: (1) global observation covering wavelengths from 380 nm to 12 μm, (2) 250 m

spatial resolution for land and coastal areas, (3) polarization /multidirectional observations and near

ultraviolet observation. With these features, GCOM-C will be able to provide many products covering a

broad range of topics: land, atmosphere, ocean, and cryosphere. It is especially expected to enable to

retrieve land aerosol by polarization (PL: 673.5 and 868.5 nm) and ultraviolet (UV: 380 nm) observations

with higher accuracy than by the traditional method using blue and red bands because PL and UV

observations have little dependeny on the surface reflectance unlike the traditional one. 

In this study, we examined the advantage in the PL and UV observations of SGLI for the estimation of

aerosol optical thickness (AOT) over land compared with the traditional method using the radiance at 443

and 673.5 nm. 

Our method to evaluate the accuracy of estimated AOT by each method is described below. Monthly AOT

and mode radius of aerosol of MODIS L3 products (MYD08_M3) are used as a benchmark. Then, radiance

at the top of atmosphere (TOA) is calculated by the results of the radiative transfer model (PSTAR3, [Ohta

et al., 2010]) for these input data. The surface reflectances of each wavelength is also estimated by using

a month's radiation data of POLDER with the assumption that the minimum of the radiance at 490 nm has

information of a clear day. We retrieve the AOT and the mode radius from the radiance of TOA

considering the observation accuracy (=SNR) of SGLI and the estimation error of the surface reflectance.

In this preliminary work, the aerosol type is fixed as the tropospheric aerosol, which is defined as mixture

of a water-solble (0.7) and a dust-like (0.3) aerosol. The accuracy of estimated AOT is evaluated by the

deviation from the benchmark AOT. We perform these procedures with both the PL + UV method and the

traditional one. 

As a results, the accuracy of the estimated AOT improved roughly 10 % by using the method of PL+UV

compared the traditional one especially in high surface reflectance areas such as the Sahara desert. This

would be because the effect of the estimation error of surface reflectance in the AOT accuracy is

considerably large at the high reflectance area. In this presentation, we are going to show the dependency

of the estimated AOT accuracy on the geometric condition, the benchmark AOT and its mode radius.
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During the last decades, large increase in anthropogenic emissions has led to severe air pollution
problems in China, with high concentration of fine particles and widespread haze layers in many areas.
The complex sources and high emissions of atmospheric pollutants has exerted great challenge on air
quality in China. Compared with regular measurements in ground sites, satellite observations can provide
a unique view of the amounts of atmospheric components and formation processes of haze pollution from
regional to global scales. Considering the special atmospheric conditions of high aerosol loading and
large spatial and temporal variations in China, we made several improvements such as identification of
haze areas in the retrieval of aerosol loading. In particular, we conducted comprehensive investigations in
optical properties, spatial variation, and formation processes of the regional haze pollution of China using
integrated satellite observations, ground measurements, and meteorological data. 
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The map of global precipitation amount is one of the important information. The ground-based

observation, however, does not cover all Earth. Developed countries operate radar network and rain

gauge. Although some developing country installed a few rain gauge or some radars, any developing

countries cannot operate radar network and high-density rain gauge network continuously and distribute

observation data on time. Observation area of a radar or a rain gauge is local. Development and launching

of satellite is expensive. However, characteristic of space-borne observation is to cover whole earth and

stable condition. 

JAXA is developing and providing near real time global rainfall maps (GSMaP) using the combined

Microwave infra-red algorithm with some low orbit satellites. Estimation precipitation by remote sensing of

passive microwave radiometer (PMR) is difficult over land. PMR estimation has larger error than

ground-based observations. Gauge adjustment GSMaP (GSMaP Gauge) algorithm reduces errors by daily

rain gauge. GSMaP Gauge estimated precipitation by precipitation model and daily rain map. Thus quality

of GSMaP Gauge depend quality of daily rain map. Available rain gauge map is not uniform quality,

because rain-gauges, which real time the map use, are limited number in time. 

The plan of the future GSMaP Gauge is to use ground data before the time. The future GSMaP Gauge

algorithm uses these data for estimation of the rain model parameters. In no observation area the

algorithm interpolate model parameter around ground observation area. The model parameters can

improve estimated rain. We will introduce to apply the various ground data in the GSMaP Gauge

algorithm.
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　広域・高時間分解能の降水観測データを得るために，マイクロ波放射計搭載衛星による高精度降雨観測は非

常に重要である．しかしマイクロ波衛星は台数が限られているため短時間で全球をカバーすることはできな

い．そのようなマイクロ波観測の利用できない場所では，静止気象衛星から得られた高時間分解能の降水関連

情報を用いることで降雨推定精度の向上が期待できる．Kühnlein et al. (2014) はMETEOSAT第二世代の静止

気象衛星（MSG-2）に搭載されている１０チャンネルの観測輝度情報を，Random Forest (RF) と呼ばれる統

計的手法によってドイツ国内の地上レーダの降雨観測と関連付けることで，静止気象衛星と同様の高時間分解

能で降雨推定が可能になるとしている．この手法はまず静止気象衛星観測からランダムにいくつかのチャンネ

ルを抽出して小さな標本集団を作製し，その標本集団を用いて降雨・非降雨の場合分けを行う．さらに同様の

ランダム選択によって標本集団を量産し，最終的に各標本集団の降雨・非降雨判定の多数決によって降雨域を

決定する．個々の標本ごとに学習させるため計算コストが小さいというメリットがあり，静止気象衛星の多数

のチャンネル情報を活用することで降雨域だけでなく降雨タイプの判別や降雨強度の推定も可能な手法であ

る．先行研究はドイツ国内の限られた範囲での解析であったが，本研究ではこのRF手法を第３世代静止気象衛

星ひまわり８号の１０分毎全球観測に適用することによって，東アジア域で解析可能な高時間分解能の降雨推

定プロダクトを作成した．さらにRF手法の機械学習に用いる降雨の真値を，先行研究で用いられていたドイツ

国内の地上観測からGPMの衛星降雨観測に置き換えることによって，衛星観測のみから降雨推定を行うことを

可能にし，解析範囲を中緯度だけでなく熱帯域含む広い範囲へと拡大することに成功した． 

 

　先行研究の解析が行われたヨーロッパ域と比較して，本研究の解析対象領域である東アジア域はより複雑な

季節変化を伴っている．そこで本研究では日本国内の地上降雨レーダを用いることにより，ひまわり8号－

GPM降雨プロダクトの降雨推定精度が季節・地域依存性を解析した．解析の結果，降雨域の推定精度が最も高

くなるのは梅雨期を含む6月～8月の夏季で，逆に最も低くなるのは降雪を含む12月～2月の冬季であった．降

雨強度の推定精度に関しては前線性の降雨が卓越する3月～5月の春季と9月～11月の秋季が高く，それに対し

て強い雨の発生頻度が多くなる夏季と降雪を含む冬季は低くなるという結果になった．さらに降雨の学習領域

を北緯30度以南の亜熱帯域に限定して行った結果，降雨域・降雨強度とも最も高い推定精度が高くなり，特定

の降水システムに限定して学習させることが推定精度の向上に重要であるという結果が得られた．またこのひ

まわり8号-GPM降雨プロダクトは亜熱帯海上や夏季陸域ではGSMaPのマイクロ波観測で捉えることのできな

い空間スケールが数km以下の非常に小さな降雨を捉えることができており，このような降雨に対してはひまわ

り8号-GPM降雨プロダクトの持つ高い空間分解能が活かされると考えられる． 

 

　本研究で使用したひまわり８号観測データは全て文部科学省特別教育研究経費プロジェクト「地球気候系の

診断に関わるバーチャルラボラトリーの形成」の一環として作成され，千葉大学環境リモートセンシング研究

センターが公開するものである．降雨観測の真値として気象庁合成レーダの換算降雨強度とGPM主衛星の

Kuバンド降雨レーダによる地上降水強度を用いた．
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This study is a follow-up of a previous study on the vertical structure of precipitation over Sumatra [1].

Spatial, seasonal and diurnal variabilities of the vertical structure of precipitation have been studied using

17 years of Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission’s Precipitation Radar (TRMM PR) version 7 data over

Sumatra and adjoining oceans. Special emphasis has been put on six different climatic rain regimes,

namely, Indian ocean (2 locations), coastal (1 location) and inland (3 locations). The data are classified

into different types of precipitation (stratifrom, deep and shallow) including the virga rain. The vertical

structure of precipitation over the inland area is compared with long-term measurement of 1.3 GHz

Boundary Layer Radar at Kototabang, west Sumatra. The latest TRMM 2A-23 and 2A-25 products (version

7) have been statistically analyzed. First, the spatial, seasonal, and diurnal variations of storm height and

freezing level have been investigated. It is found that tall storm is more dominant over the inland than

coastal and ocean. Same trend is also observed for melting level height. However, the coastal area has

lower percentage of tall melting layer than inland and the ocean. Second, mean vertical profile of radar

reflectivity (VPR) has been studied for the stratiform and convective precipitation. The VPR variability has

been analyzed for different seasons and diurnal cycles as well as rain intensities. Third, the characteristics

of rain intensification and weakening in the vertical direction have been examined by the statistical

analysis of VPR gradient (VPRG) above and below the melting layer. Detailed information about the result

will be presented during the meeting. 

 

[1] Marzuki, Hashiguchi, H., Kozu, T., Shimomai, T., Shibagaki, Y., Takahashi, Y., 2016, Precipitation

Microstructure in Different Madden–Julian Oscillation Phases over Sumatra, Atmospheric Research, Vol.

168, pp. 121-138.
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In a previous study [1], we have investigated the regional variability of raindrop size distribution (DSD)

along the equator through a network of Parsivel disdrometers in Indonesia. Fourth disdrometers were

respectively installed at Kototabang (KT; 100.32 E, 0.20 S), Pontianak (PT; 109.37 E, 0.00 S), Manado

(MN; 124.92 E, 1.55 N) and Biak (BK; 136.10 E, 1.18 S). We have found that the DSD at PT has more large

drops than at the other three sites. The DSDs at the four sites are influenced by both oceanic and

continental systems, and majority of the data matched the maritime-like DSD that was reported in a

previous study. Continental-like DSDs were somewhat dominant at PT and KT. The differences in the DSD

for the four sites may indicate the difference in characteristics of microphysical process accompanying

the formation and evolution of DSD at each location which may be related to the variability of topography,

mesoscale convective system propagation and horizontal scale of landmass. However, a detailed

investigation regarding this hypothesis has not been yet conducted. Therefore, this work tries to overcome

such issue by studying the relationship among the vertical structure of precipitation, lightning and the

DSD at the fourth locations. The 17 years of latest Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission’s Precipitation

Radar (TRMM PR) (version 7) products are statistically analysed to investigate the characteristics of

vertical structure of precipitation at each location. The World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN)

data are used to study the lightning characteristics at each location. Detailed information about the result

will be presented during the meeting. 

 

[1] Marzuki, M., Hashiguchi, H., Yamamoto, M. K., Mori, S., and Yamanaka, M. D.: Regional variability of

raindrop size distribution over Indonesia, Ann. Geophys., 31, 1941-1948,

doi:10.5194/angeo-31-1941-2013, 2013.
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　衛星全球降水マップ（Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation, 以降GSMaP）は複数の衛星マイクロ波セ

ンサ（GPM-Core GMI, TRMM TMI, GCOM-W1 AMSR2, DMSPシリーズ SSMIS, NOAAシリーズ AMSU,

MetOpシリーズ AMSU, 静止気象衛星 IR等）を利用した世界の降水分布データである。2002年から開発が始

まったGSMaPは、熱帯降雨観測衛星（TRMM）の成果とともに発展を続け、2012年の全球降水観測計画主衛

星（Global Precipitation Measurement Mission Core-satellite：GPM）運用開始後は緯度60°まで領域を拡大

し、GPMの成果を盛り込んだアルゴリズムの改訂・改良が行われている。現在の標準プロダクトは、空間分解

能については緯度経度0.1度格子、時間分解能は1時間で、観測の約3日後に提供される。(※プロダクトの種類

により、提供までの所要時間は異なる。) 

　2017年1月18日にリリースされたGSMaPプロダクトバージョン04（アルゴリズムバージョン07）には初め

て降雪推定機能が付加された。これまでのGSMaPでは降雪域を全て欠損値としていたが、客観解析データから

雨雪を判定する手法（Sim and Liu 2015）と、輝度温度とレーダデータの統計から作成したルックアップ

テーブルから降雪確率および降雪強度を推定する手法（Liu and Seo 2013）がGSMaPの降水推定アルゴリズ

ムへ組み込まれた。同時にNOAA/NESDISの提供するSnow/Ice Cover Mapsを入力に追加し、高緯度域での偽

の降水シグナルを抑制した。これにより、降雪可能性の高い領域についてSnow Probabilityというパラメータ

の形で雨雪判定データが得られるようになった（Kubota et al., in preparation）。 

　一方、地上での降雪観測については、日本気象庁の地上気象観測網による観測データが利用可能である。気

象庁が採用している雨量計は3種類あり、転倒ます式雨量計（RT-1）、温水式降水量計（RT-3）、風防を備え

ることの多い溢水式降水量計（RT-4）である。雪や霰のような固体降水については、降水量計の方式や形

状、降水の状況などにより捕捉率、蒸発損失、飛び込み/飛び出し、濡れ損失、着雪による影響が異なり大きな

観測誤差を生じうることはよく知られている。さらに、固体降水の場合は風による補足損失が誤差の大分を占

め、場合により降水量の50％にも達する。このため、観測時の風速や降水量計の観測バイアスに応じた補正手

法が提案され、使われている。WMO（World Meteorological Organization）においては二重の防風柵

（Double Fence Intercomparison Reference：DFIR）内での降雪観測がリファレンスとして推奨されてはい

るものの、降雪時の降水量の地上観測に関しては依然課題が多いのが現状である。そのような地上での降雪観

測に対して、人工衛星データからの降雪推定がどの程度の相関や精度を持っているかを調査することが目的で

ある。 

　本研究では、GSMaPバージョン04の降雪推定結果について、アメダスデータおよび個別の地上雨量計を用

いて検証した。日本の気象庁の地上気象観測網の全国約1300箇所の観測所のうち、降雪の観測量が得られる

のは約323箇所である。この323箇所について、GSMaPのSnow Probabilityを用いてカテゴリー検証を行い的

中率、誤検出率などを評価した。さらに、観測所の標高、風速などの条件により精度がどのように変わるかを

調査した。次に、観測された地上降水量について降水量計の種別や補正パラメータが既知のものについて補正

を行ったうえで、GSMaPの推定降水量と比較した。

 
GPM、GSMaP、固体降水

GPM, GSMaP, Solid Precipitation
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1. Introduction 

 

Hanoi urban area, the northern center of Vietnam, is located in the Red River Delta. The growing urban

area is faced with the vulnerability by floods. The purpose of this study is to obtain basic knowledge to

improve the realtime hydrological forecast system. We examined estimate performance (EP) of Global

Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP; Aonashi et al. 2009; Ushio et al. 2009) and wind influence on

the EP on heavy-rain days. 

 

 

 

2. Data and Method 

 

We used daily precipitation of GSMaP RNL version 6 in 2001–2007. Vietnam Gridded Precipitation

(VnGP; Nguyen-Xuan et al. 2016) was used to validate the GSMaP precipitation as the ground truth. The

both data have a resolution of 0.1 degrees. Utilized wind profiles were what operationally observed with

rawinsonde at Hanoi. Analyzed months were May, June, July and August with daily precipitation over 3

mm day-1 (Nguyen-Le et al. 2015) and dominant westerly winds in the lower troposphere (Nguyen-Le et al.

2014) almost all over North Vietnam at climatology. The 4 months had most of heavy-rain days with

precipitation larger than 50 mm day-1 over North Vietnam. A rectangle region including the Lo River basin,

one of the Red River branch, is chosen as a reference region. We analyzed heavy-rain days with at least

one grid over 50 mm day-1 in VnGP. GSMaP EP was defined as a ratio of precipitation in GSMaP to that in

VnGP for both grid and regional mean precipitation. 

 

 

 

3. Results 

 

The regional mean precipitation was basically underestimated by GSMaP. Thus, we took a strategy to

clarify a reason for underestimate. We defined better and worse estimation (BE and WE) cases as cases

with EP from 0.5 to 1.2 and less than 0.5, respectively. Zonal winds were significantly larger in the BE

cases than in the WE cases below 500 hPa (Fig. 1). The EP was less than 0.5 in most cases on the days

with zonal wind less than 2 m s-1 at 700-hPa level (Fig. 2). We compared case-mean EP distribution

between the relatively westerly and easterly wind cases (WWC and EWC) at 700-hPa level (Fig. 3). The EP

in the WWC was higher over North Vietnam including the reference region than in the EWC (Figs. 3a and

b). In the upstream of the Red River, the higher EP region was along the River and the northeastern foot of

the Hoang Lien Son Mountains in the WWC (Fig. 3c), while the EP was lower in the southwestern foot. The

EP in the WWC is much higher than in the EWC in the downstream of the River. GSMaP even largely

overestimated the precipitation in the southward of the Delta. The EP difference between the WWC and

the EWC was smaller in the northward than the southward both in the downstream and the upstream. The

EP difference was relatively small commonly in the southwestern foor of the mountainous region. 
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4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 

These results imply that relatively strong streams made underestimate over the windward region. It is

expected that interaction between the topography and winds affected on the EP through the deformation

of the hydrometeor distribution on the horizontal-vertical surface. We will investigate the relation between

the hydrometeor distribution and the winds in the next step. 
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Satellite passive microwave observations have been widely used for better precipitation measurements

because microwave signals are well associated with the vertically integrated quantities of various

hydrometeors in the precipitation system. Understanding the relationships between hydrometeor

distributions and radiometric observations is commonly achieved from a-priori information based on

cloud and radiation transfer simulations. However, major difficulties in making the a-priori information

reside in the simulation variabilities resulted from the assumed microphysical process and insufficient

3-dimensional (3-D) descriptions of radiative signatures as observed by satellite sensors. According to

Shin and Kummerow (2003), liquid particle profiles over the precipitation fields can be constructed

realistically by matching the radar reflectivity profiles from simulations and GPM dual frequency radar

(DPR) observations. However, ice particle profiles produce significant discrepancies in scattering signals

depending on the microphysical parameterization methods used in constructing a-priori information. It is

then suggested that selecting a proper microphysics scheme showing the most similar microwave

signatures for both emission and scattering to the observations can have a substantial impact on the

retrieval results. Especially for heavy rainfall systems which can produce large amounts of ice particles,

scattering signals should be appropriately described in the a-priori information. 

In this study we firstly assessed five microphysical parameterization methods including Thompson,

Morrison, WDM6, NSSL-2mom and Thompson aerosol-aware schemes in the Weather Research

Forecasting (WRF) model by analyzing the emission and scattering characteristics of each scheme from

the perspective of microwave observations for several tropical cyclone cases. Then, the best performed

microphysics scheme among them is selected and used to retrieve rain rates. This process may reduce the

uncertainties due to the incorrect assumptions on microphysical properties of precipitating clouds.

Moreover, as pointed by Kim et al (2016) proper descriptions of the scattering signals along viewing

directions can also affect the retrieval quality. We construct more realistic a-priori databases with the 3-D

radiative transfer treatment and the best performed microphysics schemes for the GPM microwave imager

(GMI). The enhanced prior knowledge is tested to measure the precipitation fields for several tropical

cyclone cases.

 
microwave satellite remote sensing, tropical cyclone rainfall measurements, microphysical

characteristics of tropical cyclone, microphysics schemes of cloud resolving models
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The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)’s Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP)

provides hourly precipitation estimates over the world except the polar regions. The near-real-time

product (GSMaP_NRT) is distributed about four hours after the nominal observation time, whereas the

real-time estimate (GSMaP_NOW) is uploaded 30 minutes after the observation time. However, for

disaster prevention, short term forecast will add value if available. Otsuka et al. (2016) developed a

GSMaP nowcasting system based on space-time extrapolation. The system employs the cross-correlation

method to estimate motion vectors of precipitation features, as well as an ensemble Kalman filter to better

estimate motion vectors. The system is running stably for more than a year. This year, RIKEN will make the

real-time nowcasting products open to public (GSMaP RIKEN Nowcast, GSMaP_RNC). This presentation

will provide an overview of the system design and the latest status. 
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Precipitation is one of the most essential parameters in the Earth system. Many places in the world face

water problems, such as water shortages and floods. Precipitation observation by rain gauges and ground

radars cannot cover overall Earth’s surface, and are limited spatially and temporally. It is important for us

to observe global rainfall by spaceborne sensors. 

Following the success of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) launched in 1997, Global

Precipitation Measurement (GPM) core satellite was launched in 2014. GPM core satellite carries

Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR), which consists of the Ku-band (13.6GHz) precipitation radar

(KuPR) and the Ka-band (35.5GHz) precipitation radar (KaPR). DPR is expected to have better accuracy

for precipitation estimation, relative to single-frequency radar (13.8GHz) used in TRMM, by measuring

snow and light rain via high-sensitivity observations from the KaPR, and by providing drop size distribution

(DSD) information based on the differential scattering properties of the two frequencies. Furthermore,

owing to higher orbital inclination of GPM core satellite (65 degrees) than that of TRMM (35 degrees),

DPR is the world’s first space-borne precipitation radar observing middle and higher latitudes area. 

GPM/DPR level-2/3 (L2/L3) product provides information of the DSD, which is one of the factors that

characterizes precipitation but is a main unknown factor of precipitation remote sensing. 

Firstly, we confirm the climatology of particle diameter (Dm, [mm]) and particle number concentration

(Nw, [m-3]) for 2 years calculated by using GPM/DPR L3 product. Generally, it is found that Dm is larger

over land than over the ocean and Nw shows an opposite trend to Dm. In addition, Dm in 20-40 degrees

is slightly smaller than other latitudes over the ocean. It is also found that there are seasonal differences in

some area, such as Amazon and mid-latitude area. This was consistent with Kozu et al. (2009). 

In this study, we use L2 products to analyse in detail by comparing with rain rate. We are planning to

apply to the DSD database for Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) algorithm in the future.
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The next Geostationary Korea Multi-Purpose SATellite (GEO-KOMSAT-2A) equipped with the new

Advanced Meteorological Imager (AMI), which has improved performance in the spectral (16 spectral

bands covering the spectral ranges of 4 visible, 2 near-IR and 10 IR), spatial (2 km at in nadir for the IR

channels) and temporal (every 10 min), is scheduled to launch in 2018. It is expected that the finer spatial

and temporal distribution of the Total precipitable Water (TPW) product will play an important role in the

short-term weather forecast. Current study investigates the possibility of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

approach to retrieve TPW without compensating spatio-temporal resolution of the raw observation data

nor the first guess information such as from numerical weather prediction (NWP) model. A multilayer (3

layers; input, hidden and output) perceptron (MLP) feedforward backpropagation algorithm is trained

using a training dataset carefully prepared to have general, extensive, and comprehensive representation

of real world. The dataset consists of input variables of the simulated Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI)

brightness temperatures (9 channels centered at 6.25, 6.95, 7.35, 8.60, 9.63, 10.45, 11.20, 12.35, 13.30

micrometer), 6 dual channel differences, day, time, latitude, longitude, satellite zenith angle and altitude

(only land) and the corresponding TPW as output variable. The trained ANN algorithm is applied to the

actual AHI data and the results are analyzed to demonstrate the possibility of the ANN TPW for an

outbreak of severe convections.
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　宇宙航空研究開発機構（JAXA）は、2012年5月に打ち上げられた水循環変動観測衛星（以下、GCOM-W）

の運用を行っている。GCOM-Wは、高性能マイクロ波放射計2（以下、AMSR2）を搭載している。この

ミッションでは、8つの地球物理量（積算水蒸気量、雲水量、降水量、海面水温、海上風速、海氷密接度、積

雪深、土壌水分量）が標準プロダクトとして定義され、2013年5月から一般利用者に提供されている。ま

た、将来の標準プロダクトの候補として、研究プロダクトが2015年5月に定義された。4つの標準プロダクト

について、2017年3月に海面水温、海上風速、海氷密接度、土壌水分のアルゴリズムを最新バージョンに更新

する予定である。最新バージョンを地上観測又は他の衛星データを使って検証した結果、精度が向上した。例

えば、海面水温については、以前のバージョンから海上風補正手法の変更や検証不適ブイの除去の強化等を行

い、AMSR2による海面水温とアメリカ海洋大気庁（NOAA）が提供するブイの海面水温との差の平均二乗誤差

（以下、RMSE）を全球1ヶ月の平均で算出した。検証期間は、2012年7月から2016年6月とした。その結

果、RMSEについて、以前のバージョンでは0.56 ℃だったが、最新バージョンでは0.52 ℃となり、精度が向

上した。また、研究プロダクトについても、既に一般公開されている10GHz海面水温、全天候海上風速アルゴ

リズムを更新し、精度が向上したことを確認した。本稿では、GCOM-W AMSR2の標準プロダクト及び研究プ

ロダクトの最新バージョンについて発表する。
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　熱帯低気圧周辺の循環場の平均描像を環境場からの偏差として、衛星観測による海上風データを用いて熱帯

低気圧活発海域（北西太平洋、北東太平洋、北大西洋、北インド洋、南インド洋、および南太平洋）別に評価

した。すべての海域に共通な特徴として、熱帯低気圧中心から５度以内に集中した低気圧性の降渦度場が存在

し、そのピークは1.5x10-4 s-1から2.0x10-4 s-1に達する。中心付近の渦度は北インド洋および南インド洋で最も

大きく、南太平洋で最も小さい。渦度場の水平サイズに関しては、その半値半径が1.8〜2.4度であり、南太平

洋で最も大きく、北東太平洋で最も小さい。発散場も同様な傾向を示しており、南太平洋で最も大きく、北東

太平洋で最も小さい。すべての海域において、中心部の低気圧性渦度場の外側には高気圧性の渦度場が存在

し、中心から十分遠方では対流活動が抑制されていることを示している。高気圧性の渦度は最大で1x10-5s-1に

達し、おもに中心の赤道側に分布している。このような構造は、先行研究で得られた降水量場の構造と整合的

である。

 
熱帯低気圧、循環場、海上風
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We examine the temperature, heat content, and the size variability in the South China Sea (SCS)

connected with the Western Pacific Warm Pool (WPWP), as well as upper-ocean thermal variability in the

tropical oceans using satellite data and in situ measurements. Time–frequency–energy distributions, the

periods of variability and its trend are extracted by the Empirical Mode Decomposition method and

Hilbert–Huang transform method. The increasing rate of mean trend of Western Pacific Warm Pool area is

(2.0±0.2) x 106 km2/decade. Furthermore the warm pool area in the SCS has increased by (0.2±0.03) x 10
6 km2per decade. Observing from the energy of individual component, the semi-annual and annual

components forcing from the East Asian monsoon play the main roles on SST variation. Using cross-lag

correlation analysis, we demonstrated that the thermal variability in the SCS and WPWP are strongly

correlated.
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Temperature and salinity are two major variables of the ocean states. Their fluctuations can affect the

ocean circulation; moreover, the global changes. In order to understand the effects of wind and rain on

the sea surface temperature (SST) and sea surface salinity (SSS) of Kuroshio, we detected the hydrologic

characteristics of Kuroshio after heavy rainfall and typhoon passed by east of Taiwan. SST and SSS data

are collected from cruises of R/V Ocean Researcher I and spray glider cruises, as well as rain rate data

from the Microwave Imager onboard the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission. The results show a good

correlation between the rain rate and minimum SSS with a coefficient of determination of 0.82 in heavy

rainfall cases. The rainfall drops the SSS of Kuroshio with a rain rate of 0.176 psu per mm/hr. Different

from the heavy rainfall cases; typhoon not only drops the SST and SSS, but also induces the sub-surface

water to uplift. It causes the SSS increases after temporary drops down.

 
Kuroshio, sea surface temperature, sea surface salinity
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Understanding of sea ice situation is the most important issue for vesseles in the sea ice area. In

particular, overviewed inforamtion of 1000 km scale is a good indication to determine a safe route. The

remote sensing data of sea ice concentration by Earth observation satellites is required. However, limited

satelite telecommunication line on the vessel makes on-demand data delivery difficult. And more, if the

compressed data would be sent via this line, a professional staff for decoding and visualizing the data

must always be needed on the ship. In order to reduce these anxiety and burden, automatical system

integrating these processes (delivery, decoding, and visualizing data) is needed. ADS (Arctic Data archive

System) has been developed the new integrated system for the ship to delivery and visualize data, which

is called VENUS (VEssele Navigator by Unitized Systems). This system was implemented to R/V Mirai

cruise MR16-06. In this research, we want to introduce technical performances and advantages of this

system.
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The aim of this study is to build the Arctic Route Search System in order for everyone can easily search

optimum navigation route. This system is constructed on ADS (Arctic Data archive System) based on the

research products by Arctic Sea Route research group (Yamaguchi laboratory in the University of Tokyo)

in ArCS project. In this application, we estimate a sea ice situation and a navigational difficulty from Ice

Index based on sea ice concentration and sea ice thickness. A* search algorithm is adopted as search

algorithm which select a route with smallest navigation cost among the possible route. 

In the present system, because AMSR2 satellite data is used as input condition, route prediction cannot

be performed. We are improving the system to use sea ice forecast model TOPAZ4 dataset for input

condition, and expect to predict a navigation route for a time period up to 10 days.
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The influence of the cloud cover and sea ice concentration (SIC) on the Ultraviolet (UV) Lambertian

equivalent reflectivity (LER) at the top of atmosphere over the Southern Ocean has been evaluated for the

1979-2012 period. Despite the high cloud fraction for most of this period, the influence of sea ice was

found to be larger than that of cloud cover and it was the main driver of the reflectivity variability. Overall,

an increment of the SIC from 0% to 100% resulted in a LER increase of 44 reflectivity units. This value is

about twice of the corresponding sea ice-induced reflectivity increase calculated for the observed and

modeled shortwave albedo, which is the variable of interest for climate change. On the other hand,

cloudiness was found to enhance the UV-LER mostly for low SIC levels. Nevertheless, the analysis was

constrained by the difficulty of the passive satellite instruments in identifying cloudiness over high SIC and

by the short time series from additional active sensors. Overall, the distribution of the reflectivity for

different regions and months shows a marked seasonal-dependent double peak. The reflectivity of the

grid-cells characterized by a SIC larger than 30% showed statistically significant negative trends in

particularly for the Bellingshausen/Amundsen sea sector. In contrast, the trend of the ice-free grid-cells of

the whole Southern Ocean was generally positive.
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Kuroshio is one of the major currents in the world and plays an important role in the North Pacific climate

system due to the sea water, heat and salinity transport and complex air-sea interaction, which is also

strongly related to local climate stabilization and natural hazard. In recent years, the velocity of Kuroshio

Current increases, attributing to the changes in wind stress over the North Pacific under global warming

and affecting sea level along the eastern coast of Taiwan and northward heat transport. Therefore,

monitoring of the Kuroshio is of scientific and practical importance. In the study, we focus on the use of

contemporary multi-mission satellite radar altimetry and in-situ MBT/XBT/Argo to calculate the surface

and subsurface (0-2000 m) geostrophic velocities and the transport of the Kuroshio east of Taiwan based

on the geostrophic balance equation. In addition, we will also analyze interannual and seasonal variations

of the Kuroshio transport east of Taiwan using long-term tide gauge data. The estimated current velocities

are validated using in situ mooring drifters or Argo drift trajectories, and used to study the evolution of the

Kuroshio east of Taiwan and the correlation with climate indices, such as the Multivariate ENSO Index

(MEI) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index.
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Satellite radar altimetry becomes an irreplaceable tool to provide accurate surface height measurements

over open oceans. However, the accuracy decreases when altimeters approach coastlines or non-ocean

surfaces due to the improper geophysical corrections and complex returned waveforms. Many algorithms

have been developed for waveform retracking that can improve the accuracy of altimetry data; however,

the performance still cannot achieve the same accuracy as that in open oceans. In coastal regions, some

waveforms reflected from non-ocean surfaces lead to the worse retracking results. Therefore, waveform

classification methods are needed to distinguish waveforms which is truly reflected from ocean or not.

Waveform classification used in this study includes two steps. The first step is applying Principal

Components Analysis (PCA) to waveforms to extract the features for classification. The second step is

using Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) to separate waveforms into

two groups: ocean and non-ocean waveforms. Then, we remove the non-ocean waveform to improve the

accuracy before doing retracking. In this study, we use Jason-2, Envisat and Altika altimetry data over

Hsiang-Shan wetland, which is located in Northwestern Taiwan. The satellite-derived results are then

evaluated using Hsin-Chu tide gauge data. Finally, we expect building an effective classification method

and figuring out the most appropriate retracking algorithm applied for this study area.
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The sea surface temperature (SST) and sea surface chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) play important roles in the

primary production. However, it is unclear between SST and Chl-a in the ocean. In this study, SST and

Chl-a derived from NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) /MODIS (MODerate Resolution

Imaging Spectro-radiometer) sensor are gathered from 2001 to 2007. The missing data of SST and Chl-a

are filled up by the Data Interpolating Empirical Orthogonal Functions (DINEOF) method. The correlation

between SST and Chl-a time series data for each grid is examined. So that a correlation map over the

entire global ocean can be constructed to see whether there exists any regional dependence. The results

suggest the place of ocean currents and ocean gyres play an important factor between SST and Chl-a. It is

found that higher positive correlation area of SST and Chl-a time series is located in most coastal ocean

area and where the ocean current flow through. The correlation between the two time series is typically

negative correlation in most gyres of ocean. This information could be useful for the study of global

changes in sea surface temperature and marine biosphere.
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Sun-synchronous satellites significantly better than geostationary satellites at a time resolution. Recent

studies sea surface temperature (SST) mostly as a reference material Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS). The equatorial region of the tropical Pacific SST bias main factors are wind

speed and latent heat in past studies. In this study, deriving the SST in the equatorial region of the

western tropical Pacific. Using information from geostationary meteorogical Himawari-8, which data

products are level 0. The time span of the data is from July 2015 to December 2016. We apply and

compare data mining techniques to improve the quality of Himawari-8 SST. In past study, by a logistic

regression approach, it can be determined with an accuracy of 0.4oK and an improvement of the

correction to 95%.
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Current anomalous climate by climate change could cause critical problems in ecology and society.

Drought by water deficit and heatwave has been occurred frequently in the Korean peninsula over recent

years. Under those abnormal conditions, crop and forest suffered from water and heat stress and they will

lead to the decline of crop yield and the weaken ecosystem service. The satellite remote sensing has been

applied to monitor the change of vegetation health according to drought event using vegetation indices

such as the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI). Sun-induced fluorescence (SIF) as well as

vegetation indices also could indicate the degree of vegetation stress. In this study, the aim is to evaluate

the spatiotemporal variations of NDVI and SIF depending on temperature conditions using satellite data in

the Korean peninsula. The NDVI from Aqua/Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)

and the SIF from Meteorological Operational Satellite-A (MetOp-A)/Global Ozone Monitoring

Experiment-2 (GOME-2) were used from 2007 to 2016 that these periods include severe drought years. In

addition, the MODIS land surface temperature (LST) was used to represent the temperature condition.

The seasonal variations of NDVI and SIF were changed according to the degree of drought events,

particularly SIF in spring. Also, the value of SIF on August 2016 was dropped comparing the other years

due to the critical physiological stress by the worst recorded heat wave. In addition, the increased

patterns of SIF or NDVI to LST was clearly shown under the condition less than about 29°C, and both SIF

and NDVI were decreased at higher temperature condition. However, the sensitivities of NDVI or SIF to

LST was higher in crop than forest. Further, depending on the regions, South and North Korea, the

patterns of NDVI or SIF to LST was different: The forest in North Korea were more sensitively responded

than South Korea. Our results represented that NDVI and SIF were useful indicators to detect the heat

stress on vegetation and to understand effect of climate.
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In recent years, satellite remote sensing of solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF) has attracted

attention as a method for elucidating the photosynthetic activity of terrestrial vegetation. SIF is emitted by

chlorophyll molecules: part of the solar radiation absorbed by chlorophyll is not used for photosynthesis

and re-emitted as red and far-red radiation. SIF includes information on partitioning of the absorbed solar

radiation by chlorophyll. Several studies retrieved SIF from high-resolution spectra in far-red domain

obtained by the greenhouse gases observing satellite (GOSAT). The retrieval principle was based on the

filling-in of Fraunhofer line by SIF. Non-linearity of the analog circuit in GOSAT spectrometer adds

indistinguishable zero-level offset term to SIF. Therefore, the zero-level offset correction becomes

important to obtain the SIF accurately. 

The zero-level offset can be evaluated from the retrieved filling-in signal (= zero-level offset + SIF) over the

vegetation-free areas where the value of SIF is expected to be zero. Previous studies showed that the

zero-level offset increases according to the increase of observed radiance. We investigated the zero-level

offset for different land covers and locations and found that the zero-level offset relies not only on the

observed radiance but also on the solar zenith angle (SZA). Even when the observed radiance was same,

the zero-level offset increased according to the decrease of SZA. Therefore, 2-D correction table

considering the observed radiance and SZA was prepared for the zero-level offset correction. 

Monthly variation of SIF corrected by the present method was compared with that corrected by the

previous method. The comparison was conducted for central Africa (woody savanna), southeast USA

(evergreen needle leaf), and west Europe (grassland and cropland). The difference was largest for central

Africa and smallest for west Europe for almost all month. The maximum difference reached 0.23 and 0.15

mW/m2･sr･nm for central Africa and west Europe, respectively. Typical monthly averaged SIF ranged

0–1.5 mW/m2･sr･nm, thus the difference is significant. Furthermore, the difference was largest in summer

for southeast USA and west Europe and in spring for central Africa. This study highlights that

indispensable attention is required when the value of SIF is directly used and seasonal cycle is compared

among locations having different surface cover and latitude.
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According to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imaging mechanism, the oceanic internal solitary waves

(ISWs) can be well recognized. In this study, the polarity conversion of ISWs in the South China Sea (SCS)

is investigated using 10-years SAR images from 1999 to 2009. It is found that most of the ISWs in SCS are

the depression ISWs. However, in region of the continental shelf of the SCS, some elevations ISWs can be

identified. In the total of the 500 oceanic internal wave SAR images used in this study, 32 of them exhibit

oceanic internal wave polarity conversion. 

Moreover, it is found that the elevation ISWs do not show seasonal-locking characteristic. ISWs are found

nearly in every season. The bottom topography, hydrological conditions and local thermocline structure

which are generally regarded as the conditions for the generation of the elevation ISWs are further

explored. Taking the two-layer KdV theory, it is found that ISWs in SCS exhibit a time gap of about 12.4

hours. This time gap is well consistent with the period of local semi-diurnal tide. Our findings thus strongly

suggest that the elevation ISWs in SCS can be evolved from the depression ISWs in SCS, which are

generally originated from Luzon strait.
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Uncertainties in soil moisture (SM) datasets were estimated at semi-arid grassland in Mongolia by

applying the triple collocation methods (TC). Three SM datasets applied to TC are a SM product of

AMSR-E, GLDAS with Noah, and the in-situ measurements. 

First, in order to demonstrate capability of TC, the uncertainties acquired through TC and a statistical

measure are compared. The results showed that the TC uncertainties of AMSR-E are found to be smaller

than the root mean squared difference (RMSD) between AMSR-E and the in-situ measurements. This

indicates that the latter includes the systematic errors as well as the random errors of AMSR-E and the

in-situ, while the TC uncertainties only identifies the random error of AMSR-E. Therefore, it was shown

that TC is capable of providing an absolute measure of uncertainties in a SM dataset, unlike other

statistical measures such as RMSD. 

Further analyses showed that differences of the vegetation amounts expressed in NDVI and difference

between ascending/descending observations of AMSR-E do not cause significant difference in the

magnitude of uncertainties. This suggests that these factors did not influence uncertainties of AMSR-E. 

It is also discovered that, in a few cases, TC cannot calculate uncertainties, which may be attributed to a

violation of some of the TC assumptions. This is consistent with previous claims that TC is vulnerable to

violations of the assumptions. The current findings suggest that the proper selections and pre-processing

of the datasets are of significance.
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Soil moisture is a primary state variable of hydrology and the water cycle over land. Recent remote sensing

technologies have enabled microwave satellite sensors to monitor soil moisture for wide area irrespective

of weather conditions. AMSR-E (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing System)

instrument on board the Aqua satellite which was launched in 2002 provided global daily 25-km soil

moisture data, and MIRAS (Microwave Imaging Radiometer with Aperture Synthesis) instrument on board

the SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) satellite which was launched in 2009 produces global daily

25-km soil moisture data. Also, AMSR2 (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2) instrument on

board the GCOM-W1 (Global Change Observation Mission-Water 1) satellite which was launched in 2012

succeeds the role of AMSR-E and provides global daily 25-km and 10-km data. NASA (National

Aeronautics and Space Administration) has launched SMAP (Soil Moisture Active Passive) satellite in

2015. It has an active radar and a passive radiometer for producing global daily 3-km and 36-km soil

moisture data, respectively, but owing to the failure of the radar, only 36-km data is available now. The

spatial resolution of 10 to 36 km is not sufficient for regional-scale applications for hydrology and

meteorology although the temporal resolution is quite appropriate. To solve the problem of limited spatial

resolution of soil moisture data retrieved from microwave satellite sensors, this study presents the

downscaling by spatial statistical methods combined with various land surface variables. To date,

statistical methods such as multiple regression and machine learning have been employed for

downscaling of soil moisture. However, the inevitable residuals (that is, the part which cannot be

explained by the statistical models) bring about differences between the original and the downscaled

data, so the consistencies between them may not be maintained. To overcome the drawback, a novel

method named regression kriging has been proposed by combining multiple regression and kriging

interpolation. Downscaling by the regression kriging can produce a high-resolution data which is spatially

consistent with the original data through the correction of residuals. Several studies conducted the

downscaling by regression kriging for rainfall datasets such as TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring

Mission), but the application of this novel method to soil moisture dataset has not been reported yet. In

this study, we carried out the downscaling of AMSR2 soil moisture data using multi-satellite land surface

variables with the regression kriging. The database for LST (land surface temperature), RR (rising rate of

LST in daytime), NDVI (normalized difference vegetation index), NDWI (normalized difference water

index), TVDI (temperature vegetation dryness index), and SA (surface albedo) was built using the satellite

images from MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) and COMS (Communication,

Ocean and Meteorological Satellite). The low-resolution soil moisture data from AMSR2 on the 10-km grid

was downscaled on the 1-km grid using the land surface variables. The spatial consistency before and

after downscaling was be measured by comparing the pixel values of the low-resolution grid with the

upscaled block means of the high-resolution grid. Our results of the spatial consistency showed a

correlation coefficient greater than 0.95. The downscaled soil moisture data can be used in various

regional-scale applications for hydrology and meteorology.
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Introduction 

The land surface temperature (LST) is a key parameter of the land-atmosphere interaction on various

scales. Since satellite observations can provide LST data over wide area in homogeneous quality, LST

retrieval algorithms have been proposed for various sensors. The Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI)

onboard Himawari-8, a next-generation geostationary satellite, has three thermal infrared bands in the

spectral range 10–12.5 μm, while previous satellites had two. The 10–12.5 μm range is suitable for

retrieving LST since the atmospheric absorption is small in this range, and is mainly by water vapor.

Another advantage of this range is that the land surface emissivity (LSE) does not differ much among

various constituents of the land surface. The retrieval of the LST is sensitive to LSE estimation and water

vapor estimation. (Li et al., 2013). Therefore, a retrieval algorithm that has high accuracy and high

robustness against the uncertainties in input data is required. We present a new LST retrieval algorithm

that makes the maximum use of AHI new window thermal infrared (TIR) bands. 

 

Method 

Previous studies (Atitar and Sobrino, 2009; Takeuchi et al., 2012) employed a nonlinear split-window

algorithm (NSW), which considers the effect of the atmospheric attenuation by utilizing the differential

adsorption of two adjacent TIR bands. In contrast, we have developed a nonlinear three-band algorithm

(NTB) by utilizing a combination of AHI three TIR bands. The NTB is inspired from a three-band algorithm

(TB) developed by Sun and Pinker (2003) which used two TIR and a near infrared band. The formula of

the algorithm includes ten coefficients. The optimum values of these coefficients are derived using a

statistical regression method from the simulated data, as obtained by a radiative-transfer model. The

simulated data sets include the spectral response functions for the three AHI TIR bands, the seven

satellite zenith angles (SZAs) from 0° to 60°, 215 radiosonde profiles, 6 LSTs for each profile, and 86 band

LSEs. As a result, 109467 LST –(T10.4, T11.2, T12.4) relations were obtained in total for a fixed SZA value.

After obtaining the coefficients in this way, we searched the best LST algorithm for five cases: three types

of NSWs, one type of TB and one type of NTB. 

 

Results 

We checked the root-mean-square error (RMSE) in terms of the SZA, LST and precipitable water (PW)

dependence by using dataset used to obtain coefficients. The result showed that the NTB can stably

estimate the LST especially in hot and wet environments by comparison to the NSW. Moreover, we

evaluated the sensitivities of five LST algorithms to the uncertainties in LSE, PW and noise equivalent

delta-temperature (NEdT) by using the validation data independent of dataset used to obtain coefficients.

Consequently, it was clarified that the NTB has the highest robustness against the uncertainties in LSEs

and NEdTs of three TIR bands. The total estimation error of NTB is about two third of NSW for SZA smaller

than 40°. Therefore, it is concluded that the NTB is more suitable for the LST retrieval from AHI than the

NSW. 

The NTB is combined with an appropriate cloud mask and a LSE products to retrieve LST (see Figure 1 for
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example). The spatial resolution of the AHI is about 2 km and the observation cycle is 10 minutes. Though

the horizontal resolution is inferior to the products from polar-orbiting satellites, the high frequency

observation explores new use of LST products. For example, the AHI can detect a difference in urban area

such as commercial, industrial, and residential regions. Hence, it is expected that our Himawari-8 LST

product is applicable to studies of thermal property in smaller scales (see Figure 2). 
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Hydrological processes and climate in the extratropics are highly affected by the seasonal snow. Essential

characteristics both for hydrology and climatology include snow water equivalent and snow depth. We

develop a new approach to dynamically retrieving snow depth based on integration of passive microwave

remote sensing and in situ data. First, the snow-cover confidence index is established by use of both the

passive microwave remote sensing and in situ data, identifying together the snow cover; second, a new

dynamic parameterized scheme (distance weighted method) is developed based on the index. The

characteristics of the snow-depth retrieval approach are following: on the one hand, for the difference

issue of retrieval coefficients in different spatial-temporal circumstances, a solution is proposed that

retrieval coefficients are adjusted according to real-time observed snow depth, being the biggest

difference from static retrieval approaches; on the other hand, the advantage of spatial-temporal

continuity of the passive microwave remote sensing data has been exploited, being able to retrieving the

snow depth with relative high resolution and precision in the west China where few stations are located.

The results show that the approach implements the efficient integration of passive microwave remote

sensing and observed data, exerts the advantages of different source data, improves obviously the

retrieval precision in the west China and the south marginal regions of snow cover in the east China, and

solves the question in the old integrating approach that the area of snow cover was always relatively

smaller in the west China, amplifying the detectable coverage area of snow depth. In contrast to the static

retrieval approach, the dynamic retrieval approach avoids efficiently the question that snow depth was

overestimated in mountain regions and underestimated in plain regions, so the snow cover and the snow

depth are both more real.
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Vegetation water stress significantly affects agricultural and tropical forest canopies. Water shortages in

crops influence plant water dynamics, reduces primary production and might eventually lead to plant

death. Tropical forests are essential part of global carbon and water cycle. Continuing drying of e.g. the

Amazon rainforest might accelerate climate change through carbon losses and changing land surface

energy balances. 

 

In addition to ground measurements, various studies have reported observations of plant water stress

using active microwave remote sensing. For example, statistical significant variations in radar backscatter

were shown to coincide with the onset of water stress over West Africa [1]. Others were able to link radar

backscatter time series over the Amazon to the heavy 2005 drought [2]. 

 

Additional in situ measurements in agricultural and tropical forest canopies allow further exploration of

the full potential of water stress detection using radar. Novel ground measurements techniques have been

used to detect and quantify the effects of water stress in various types of plant canopies [3,4], increasing

the understanding of how hydrological and plant physiological signatures of water stress affect radar

backscatter. Recent efforts have focused on linking these measurements to radar backscatter time series

[5]. 

 

This presentation aims to present a journey across scales with respect to vegetation water stress.

Measurements of changing plant physiological dynamics on leaf and plant levels are linked to radar

backscatter on field and forest scales. We aim to demonstrate new insights obtained using field

measurements, and highlight the potential of vegetation water stress detection using radar remote

sensing. 
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JAXA super sites 500 is a large footprint ecological monitoring project for satellite validation. This project

has been started from 2013. Its objective is to obtain representing values of leaf area index (LAI), above

ground biomass (AGB), and fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (fAPAR) within the

500 m ×500 m scale, particularly for validation of the ecological products derived by the Global Change

Observation Mission-Climate (GCOM-C) satellite, which will be launched in 2017. 

 

LAI, AGB, and fAPAR are essential information for studies of vegetation productivity and carbon cycle.

Therefore, these accurate datasets on global and regional scales are needed to be derived by satellite

remote sensing. Generally, these datasets have been produced in a satellite sensor’s moderate

resolution such as 0.25 km, 0.5 km, or 1 km. To assess their accuracy, in-situ data measured within such

spatial resolution is desired. However, such data are rarely available. Accordingly, in previous researches,

in-situ data was measured within a smaller area such as 100 m ×100 m and then scaled up to the satellite

resolution using higher-resolution imagery. In another case, assuming the larger area was covered with

homogeneous vegetation, the in-situ data was directly scaled up to the satellite resolution. However, such

scaled-up data includes influences caused by micro-topography and a mixture of different land covers.

Thus, the LAI, AGB, and fAPAR products of such satellite sensor’s resolution have been difficult to

validate. 

 

In order to overcome this difficulty, we initiated a “JAXA Super Sites 500” project. We have established

in-situ observation sites on some typical forest types in East Asia, from temperate to cool ecosystems:

deciduous needle-leaf forest (DNF), evergreen needle-leaf forest (ENF), and deciduous broad-leaf forest

(DBF). Each site has 500 m ×500 m square research plot in flat topography area. We had carried out pilot

studies on each site, and will start full-fledged observations after launching of GCOM-C. 

 

The purpose of this study is to compare their observation methods and sampling designs within this scale,

and to evaluate the quality of the in-situ data. Basically, we set five 400 m length parallel line-transects at

100 m intervals in each site. LAI and AGB were measured along these lines. Canopy LAI was measured by

three methods: It was measured at 20 m intervals on each line by using LAI-2200/LAI-2000 (LI-COR, USA)

and fish-eye digital camera. It was also measured by using litter trap. Understory LAI was measured by two

methods: It was measured at 20 m intervals by using LAI-2200 and by using harvesting method. AGB was

measured by two methods: It was measured at several points by using an improved Bitterlich’s method.

It was also measured within several fixed plots by using a tree census method. Furthermore, we plan to

measure fAPAR by using accurate and stable quantum sensors [Akitsu et al., in press].
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Thirty years have passed since Japan launched its first Earth Obsevation Satellite MOS-1 in 1987. 

Due to the introduction of the Information Gathering Satellite Project in 1999, our space program had to

suffer heavy staff reduction and budget cuts. 

Even after the Basic Space Law was enacted in 2008, the program for the future Earth Observation

Satellites is still in a blank state. 

In this presentation, a review on the Earth Observation Satellites since the NASDA era and the Task Force

Meeting/Remote Sensing Subcommittee (TF) in 2016 together with some proposal for the future program

will be presented.
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Artificial reservoirs are important indicators of anthropogenic impacts on environments, but their gravity

effects have been seldom studied. Here, satellite gravimetry Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment

(GRACE) is utilized to detect the gravity effect of the Longyangxia Reservoir (LR) situated in the upper

stream of the Yellow River. Heavy precipitation in the summer of 2005 caused the LR water storage to

increase 37.9 m in height or 13.0 Gt in mass. Three different GRACE solutions from CSR, GFZ and JPL and

three different filters (an anisotropic decorrelation filter DDK4, Gaussian filter and a decorrelation filter)

are compared here. In this case, CSR solutions have the highest signal-noise-ratio and DDK4 shows the

best ability to reveal the expected gravity signals. We obtained 109 combinations of inundation area

measurements from satellite imagery and water level changes from laser altimetry and in situ observations

to derive the area-height ratios in the LR, which agrees well with an alternative method based on the

digital elevation model. After removing simulated gravity signals caused by mass changes in the LR, the

root mean square of GRACE series in the LR is reduced by 31.1%. If the residuals are totally attributed to

GRACE errors, the standard deviation of GRACE observation in this study spot is estimated to be 3.1 cm.

With an area of 383 km2, the Longyangxia Reservoir is the smallest signal source reported to be detected

by GRACE.
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Supraglacial debris is commonly found in high relief mountains and affects glacier melting rate by altering

surface reflectivity and conductive heat flux. Several researches therefore developed local glacier models

that reflect debris effects. However, there is no global glacier model that includes debris effects in glacier

melting process due to limited information about spatial distribution and thermal properties of debris.

Here, we present a global distribution data of debris thermal resistance to account for debris effects in

global glacier models. We calculated thermal resistance of debris layer at 90m horizontal resolution on a

global scale by utilizing ASTER and CERES satellite products in conjunction with meteorological data,

excluding Greenland and Antarctica. Result indicated that 16.8% of total glacier area was covered by

supraglacial debris, and regional differences are apparent from region to region. When we classified

debris into thin debris and thick debris, it was found that thick debris-covered area was larger than thin

debris-covered area, with the exception of Svalbard and Scandinavia. Moreover, we assess the possible

uncertainties and limitation of our methodology. Although the uncertainties is relatively high, our

estimation provides a necessary basis to calculate the debris effects on glaciers on a global scale, which

may refine future predictions of glacier meltwater and its contribution to regional water availability and

global sea-level change.
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Cirrus clouds play an important role in the energy budget of the Earth-atmosphere system by their effects

on the transfer of radiative energy through the atmosphere. Low clouds have a cooling effect on solar

radiation by scattering. On the other hand, the high thin cirrus clouds scatter a small amount of solar

radiation and absorb a large quantity of outgoing long-wave radiation from the Earth and its atmosphere.

The overall effect of the high thin cirrus clouds is heating on the Earth-atmosphere system. 

Cirrus clouds are prominent and yet uncertain components in weather and climate studies because of

high location and composed of almost exclusively nonspherical ice crystal of various shapes, such as

bullet rosetts, plates, and columns. Progress in numerical model of climate change prediction require

improved representations of cloud processes and decreased uncertainties in parameterizations of cloud

radiation interactions. Cloud parameterizations in numerical climate models need to define the temporal

and spatial distributions of high cloud optical properties. EarthCARE (Earth Clouds, Aerosols and

Radiation Explorer) is one of the future Earth observation joint mission of Japanese (JAXA) - European

(ESA). EarthCARE satellite aims at understanding of the role that clouds and aerosols play in reflecting

incident solar radiation back into space and trapping infrared radiation emitted from the surface in order

to improve the numerical climate prediction models. The satellite payload is composed of four

instruments; an Atmospheric backscatter Lidar (ATLID), a Cloud Profiling Rader (CPR), a Multi-Spectral

Imager (MSI), and a Broad-Band Radiometer (BBR). The EarthCARE orbit is sun-synchronous with an

altitude of around 393 km and 14:00 mean local time of the descending node. The MSI will provide Earth

images over a swarth width of 150 km with a spatial resolution of 500×500 m in 7 spectral bands; one

visible (0.67 um), one near infrared (0.865 um) and two shortwave infrared (1.65, 2.21 um) channels

capturing reflected solar right on the day-side of the orbit, and three thermal infrared (8.80 10.80, 12.00

um) channels measuring the emitted thermal radiation from the Earth.  

We develop an algorithm to derive cirrus clouds optical properties from MSI Level 2 radiance data as a

research product of EarthCARE project. In this study, we modified MWP (Multi-wavelength and

multi-pixel) method [M. Hashimoto et al., in revision] to derive cirrus clouds optical properties and

operation tests of modified algorithm were performed in using MODIS/Aqua radiance data for the first

time.
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